
DigitalNote Windows v7.0.3 CLI Guide

Some users are reporting issues with the Windows QT wallet v1.0.18 (old chain) such as 
sluggish performance or unresponsiveness.  If you are experiencing issues with the GUI 
wallet (old chain only) we recommend that you use the command line daemon to complete 
the swap process onto the new stable chain.  Once swapped, you will no longer experience 
these issues on the new wallet.

Note: If your GUI wallet is being sluggish to sync but not crashing, you may complete the 
swap process as instructed in the swap guide as it is not required that your GUI wallet be 
synced in order to send out transactions.

1) We recommend that you bootstrap your wallet by downloading a recent version of the 
blockchain instead of waiting to sync over the P2P network.  Download a copy here: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-Ilf96CYs0bUFYAqRAivv33JFgKfeZYq

2) Extract the blockchain files to the following folder, but be sure that you do not delete your 
wallet file ([yourwalletname].wallet):

C:\Users\me\AppData\Roaming\digitalnote\

3) Make a backup copy of your wallet file if you haven't already and move it somewhere safe 
and out of the way (this is very important, you don't want to lose access to your XDN).

4) Download v7.0.3 of the DigitalNote command line daemon and simplewallet from our 
github at https://github.com/DigitalNoteXDN/digitalnote/releases

5) Extract the command line applications to the same folder that your wallet file is located in 
and run digitalnoted.exe.  The command line client will open and attempt to finish syncing to 
the old network.  Once it synchronizes it will display as so & you may move on to step 5 
(leave the daemon open).

6) Run simplewallet.exe.  You will be asked if you would like to open an existing wallet, 
generate a new one or exit.  Press "o" for open existing wallet and press enter.

https://github.com/DigitalNoteXDN/digitalnote/releases
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-Ilf96CYs0bUFYAqRAivv33JFgKfeZYq


6) Type in the filename of your wallet (ie [mywalletname.wallet]) and press enter.  It will then 
ask for your wallet password.  Type in your password and then press enter.

7) Your wallet will be loaded and opened. Yellow text will be displayed with the first few digits 
of your address signifying that you can now send commands.

8) Type balance and press enter to see your wallet balance.

9) Follow the swap guide and when you get to the step to transfer your funds to the swap bot, 
type the following command to send a transaction:

transfer [mixin_count] [address] [amount]

Replace [mixin_count] with 1 (or whatever mixin you would prefer), [address] with your swap 
deposit address, and [amount] with your balance that you would like to swap.

10) That's it!  Your coins have been sent to the swapbot!  Type "exit" and press enter to close 
your old wallet.  Continue the swap process as instructed in the swap instructions.


